
Vicenzaoro January 2023, it's time for
LOCMAN Watches

LOCMAN will be exhibiting at Vicenzaoro January

2023, it's time for watches. The new TIME community,

dedicated to contemporary watchmaking with multi-

channel distribution, will be making its debut from

20th to 24th January.

The new TIME community, dedicated to

contemporary watchmaking with multi-

channel distribution, will open its doors

from the 20th to the 24th of January.

NEW YORK, NY, USA, January 11, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- LOCMAN will be

exhibiting at Vicenzaoro in January

2023; it's time for watches. The new

TIME community, dedicated to

contemporary watchmaking with multi-

channel distribution, will debut from

the 20th to the 24th of January. In

addition, the B2B area will integrate

the product offer of the Italian

Exhibition Group show with a selection

of brands.

"LOCMAN and Vicenza Oro partner in a

national project to value the Italian

watchmaking industry with its ancient

tradition. Filippo Brunelleschi,

Leonardo Da Vinci, Galileo Galilei, and

many other Italians gave a strong

impulse to the mechanical art of

watches. This experience is still alive in the modern industry to service brands near Switzerland

but also in national brands. LOCMAN, founded in 1986 as a private label service company, during

the nineties decided to develop its name thanks to Hublot President, Mr. Crocco, who was a

partner and international distributor of LOCMAN watches. Now, with the important contribution

of OISA, specializing in high-level mechanical movements made in Italy, other Italian companies

are creating original watch collections. In addition, Vicenza Fair dedicated an important space in

Hall 1 to Italian watch producers. LOCMAN is a proud partner of this project, and Vicenza is an

important opportunity for the international promotion of Italian quality in fine watches. -Marco

Mantovani, President, LOCMAN 

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://locman.it
http://locman.it


LOCMAN Montecristo OISA 1937

THE NEW "TIME" B2B COMMUNITY

In Hall 1, the heart of Vicenza Expo

Centre, TIME will host around forty

independent and established brands

together with proposals offering a high

content of creative research and

innovation.

Brands such as Locman will be flanked

by new entries from collaboration with

two well-known players in the industry:

a collective of Swiss brands put

together by Swiss Creative Lab and a

selection of high-potential Italian

micro-brands and organized start-ups

by Watches of Italy.

Italian manufacturing excellence of LOCMAN and the Oisa 1937 movement manufacturer led the

way to increase awareness of Made in Italy watchmaking. www.locman.it

We celebrate the Italian

watchmaking industry with

its ancient traditions.

Filippo Brunelleschi,

Leonardo Da Vinci, Galileo

Galilei, and our

contributions to the

mechanical art of watches.”

Marco Mantovani, President

of LOCMAN

About LOCMAN: Founded on the Island of Elba, Italy, in

1986 and is renowned as a jewel in the crown of Italian

watchmaking, the perfect fusion of Italian style, Tuscan

watchmaking traditions, and new manufacturing

technologies. The headquarters and factory are at Marina

di Campo, on the Island of Elba, with branch offices in

Florence, Milan, Miami, Hong Kong, and Tokyo. LOCMAN

watches are recognized worldwide for using state-of-the-

art materials such as titanium, carbon fiber, aluminum,

and other hi-tech alloys. With a trendy and casual chic look,

these ultra-light and resilient timepieces are popular

among demanding watch lovers who want extraordinary,

unique, fashionable, yet discreet pieces. We can count on excellent achievements during these

30+ years of passionate business, including the launch in 2003 of the first all-carbon case and

the opening in 2006 of the Scuola Italiana di Orologeria, a watch academy dedicated to training

highly specialized craft workers and to creating in-house movements. www.locman.it
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LOCMAN OISA Movement
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